
David S. Wall 

P.O. Box 756  Newberg, Oregon  97132; [(408)-287-6878] 

February 24, 2021  

To: House Committee on Education; others 

Re: I OPPOSE [HB 2166]...When and where will state sponsored and institutionalized systemic racism stop? 

[HB 2166] gives one the experience the Uygurs in China must face everyday-state mandated indoctrination. 

[HB 2166] incorporates state sponsored systemic racism in many areas throughout the "-1 Amendment Text." 

The Text of the "-1 Amendment" a (24 page document) is replete with institutionalized system racism language, 

and mandates.  

The misuse and gross misrepresentation using race and et cetera as a basis for expulsion and or suspension from 

schools is repugnant. It has nothing to do with rave, et cetera. Expulsion and or suspension from schools is 

predicated on unacceptable behavior. The fraudulent misuse of statistics to promote a political issue should not 

be permitted and those that promote such conduct have no place in our schools and or employment  positions 

pertaining to public authority especially, education. 

 The "Early Childhood Suspension and Expulsion Prevention" as defined in the (-1 Amendment) the 

 "Text: [Page 3 at (23-30)]; [Page 4 at (1-30)]; [Page 5 at (1-30)] and [Page 6 at (1-9)] is a "race-based 

political indoctrination welfare state" all into itself. 

 

[HB 2484] hasn't even been passed into law yet tenants of [HB 2484] are incorporated in the 

 'Text: [Page 6 at (10-30)];[Page 7 at (1-30)] (and possibly other sections). 

 

The sections pertaining to "The Early Learning Council" and “Social Emotional Learning Standards" are also 

steeped in institutionalized systemic racism. 

 

 The "Educator Equity" section starting at [Page 12 at (24)] continues the rant of codifying the government 

support of the institutionalized systemic racism theme and permits the dumb downing of the educational 

requirements for teachers. 

 

 [HB 2166] is a horrible example of indoctrination of children to accept institutionalize systemic racism and 

thus promotes racism throughout our society. 

 

I could go on to analyze [HB 2166] further but, what for.  

[HB 2166] is another example of government supported institutionalization of systemic racism. 

It creates a massive, extremely costly bureaucracy rivaling any established welfare state. 

[HB 2166] stinks to high heaven. 

          Respectfully submitted, 

                                                                            /s/ David S. Wall 
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